
readings 19—The System

[for the Maybeck studio]

mark so

At this time of  life whatever being there is is doing a lot of  listening, as though to the feeling of  the wind before it starts, and it slides  
down this anticipation of  itself, already full-fledged, a lightning existence that has come into our own. The trees and the streets are there  
merely to divide it up, to prevent it from getting all over itself, from retreating into itself  instead of  logically unshuffling into this morning  
that had to be, of  the day of  temptation. It is with some playfulness that we actually sit down to the business of  mastering the many  
pauses and the abrupt, sharp accretions of  regular being in the clotted sphere of  today's activities. As though this were just any old day.  
There  is no need for setting  out, to advertise one's  destination. All the  facts are here  and it remains only to use them in the right  
combinations, but that building will be the size of  today, the rooms habitable and leading into one another in a lasting sequence, eternal  
and of  the greatest timeliness.

It is all that. But there was time for others, that were to have got under way, sequences that now can exist only in memory, for there were  
other times for them. Yet they really existed. For instance the jagged kind of  mood that comes at the end of  the day, lifting life into the  
truth of  real pain for a few moments before subsiding in the usual irregular way, as things do. These were as much there as anything,  
things to be fumbled with, cringed before: dry churrings of  no timbre, hysterical staccato passages that one cannot master or turn away  
from. These things led into life. Now they are gone but it remains, calm, lucid, but weightless, drifting above everything and everybody like  
a light in the sky, no more to be surmised, only remembered as so many things that remain at equal distances from us are remembered.  
The light drinks the dark and sinks down, not on top of  us as we had expected but far, far from us in some other, unrelated sphere. This  
was not even the life that was going to happen to us. It was different in those days, though. Men felt things differently and their reactions  
were different. It was all life, this truth, you forgot about it and it was there. No need to collect your thoughts at every moment before  
putting forth a hesitant feeler into the rank and file of  their sensations: the truth was obstinately itself, so much so that it always seemed  
about to harden and shrink, to grow hard and dark and vanish into itself  anxiously but stubbornly, but this was just the other side of  the  
coin of  its intense conviction. It really knew what it was. Meanwhile the life uncurled around it in calm waves, unimpressed by the severity  
and yet not paying much mind, also very much itself. It seemed as though innumerable transparent tissues hovered around these two entities  
and joined them in some way, and yet when one looked there was nothing special to be seen, only miles and miles of  buoyancy, the way the  
mild blue sky seems to support the distant bird. 
 

     – John Ashbery, “The System”

—for any number of  people and any materials.



—in an open space, having indoor and outdoor areas, where those present may move about freely; in the midst of  things—

distribute the 27 paragraphs of  John Ashbery's “The System” freely throughout the space

install a pure tone near the center, sustained at an extremely low level (intermittently audible) throughout the piece

———

occasionally (as desired):

read paragraphs from “The System,” each time aloud or silently; any repetitions/omissions permitted

engage in some activity, anywhere, involving the suggestions below, or anything else that is or becomes available:

shells 
taste
breath/air
look
play another music
toilet

glass
talk
knock
metal 
vegetation
sound(s)

wood
mechanical device(s)
smell
piano
silence
water

light
distract
record(s)
eat/drink
read texts (any)
listen

gather/redistribute
touch
paper

readings and activities may coincide/overlap in any way

each for itself, or perhaps so as to join in some way with some aspect of  the surroundings

durations, loudness and intensity are free

(any amount and concentration/dispersion of  activity is possible, including periods of  no deliberate activity anywhere)

———

move about as desired

freely change conditions for yourself  and others: turn, sit, stand, lie down, go inside/outside, become distracted, get drunk,
open/close windows and doors, switch mechanical devices on/off, take materials/texts/instruments somewhere else, etc.

come and go as you please

—any amount; perhaps until you have done at least 27 activities/readings, and undergone at least 27 environmental changes—

(the tone disappearing at or near the end)
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